Virtual Sammilanana 2020
ALUMNI MEET
Date: 19th December 2020       Time : 05:00 pm to 06:30 pm
Zoom Link : https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0vf-ysrDwpH9UjUOS3arXSVkMM5WFqYRnP

We derive immense pleasure in inviting you to spend your precious time virtually to get a nostalgic feeling of Joy, Happiness and Memories

Guest Speaker :
Ms. Sudha Baragur
Renowned Humorist
(Stand-up Comedy of Karnataka)

Sudha Baragur, a Master Degree holder in Economics, is a renowned humorist (stand-up comedy) of Karnataka. AKKA-(America Kannada KootagalaAagara) a renowned charitable wing in U.S.A invited her to give humour talks in 14 different states. She was also invited by various International organizations at Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Canberra in Australia, Auckland in New Zealand, Singapore, Quatar Dubai and Abudhabi (U.A.E) on different occasions.

SudhaBaragur, a versatile person and a recipient of various awards such as Arya Bhatta Award, Kempegowda Award, Karnataka Mahila Rathna Prashashti, Vijaya Vittala Prashathi, “Pearl of Bangalore Award”. Sudha Baragur has conducted more than 2500 humour shows like “HASYOTHSAVA”, “NAGE HABBA” “NAGE SAMBRAMA”, “NAGE SUGGI” etc has gained immense popularity and has earned the title “COMEDY QUEEN”. She actively participates in “HARATE” a popular programme conducted by UDAYA T.V.
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